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With 10 cool sound buttons, fun facts, full-color pictures and much more, this Discovery Kids

sound-and-reference book is a unique way for kids to learn about life on the farm! Kids ages 2 and

up will love matching the sounds to the animals in this vibrant and interactive book.Other great titles

in this series include:* Oink on the Farm! 9781472361073* Growl with the Animals 9781472361080
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I highly recommend this for the little dinosaur enthusiasts in your life ðŸ˜Ž My two love it! We try to

snag any of the Discovery Kids books that we come across. Not too loud and noises don't come out

scratchy. Great price, fast shipping. Couldn't be happier ðŸŒˆ

This is an instant favorite of my five year old son who loves dinos (as many others in similar ages

do). The book is sturdy and the sounds are very loud and robust, enough to excite the kids. A very

good book for all kids who love dinosaurs.

Just got it in the mail. And it exceeded my expectations. I actually thought the book was going to be

much smaller as another book I ordered (not the same style book, complete different one). So to my

surprise it was much bigger. Its really nice, I LOVE IT! It looks very well made (Good Quality). This

is for my baby girls 3rd birthday, she loves dinosaurs and is having a dinosaur party so I'm very



satisfied with my purchase. Now I'm thinking about ordering the rest of the books in this style as

well. GREAT BUY.

Bright, bold pictures. Informative text - not too wordy. Fun sounds. Our 3 1/2 year old grandson

loves this book!

I ordered the Discovery Kids Dinosaurs Rumble Sound Book (Discovery 10 Button) for my two year

old nephew. He loves dinosaurs, and I think that this book has lots of things to keep him

entertained. It is sturdy enough to last him a long time. There are even instructions on the back of

the book to show how to replace the battery when it dies.I have to admit that I was so excited when

the book arrived that I pulled out the little plastic insert on the battery pack to try it out. The book is

highly entertaining. The pictures in the book match up with the pictures on the sound buttons. I love

that my nephew will be able to match each dinosaur with a sound.I know that he will enjoy

mimicking the dinosaurs. He loves to roar and say that he is a T-Rex already. I think this is a great

way for him to be able to interact with his books and use his imagination. I am hoping that I can wait

for Christmas to give this book to him. It will be hard to wait four and a half more months to see his

little face light up with joy.I highly recommend this book for any child that loves dinosaurs. It is

educational and entertaining at the same time. I think it is a wonderful tool to peak children's interest

and use their imaginations.

This is by far one of the coolest dino books ever! It was a show stopper at my dino lovers 3rd

birthday party! Absolutely wow'ed by it. The quality, sound and pictures are outstanding. A

must-have for any young dino enthusiast!

Nice quality, great illustrations, the first few times my 2 year old grandson played with it, he was a bit

startled by the dinosaur sounds but now he mimics it and thoroughly enjoyed. Perfect for the

dinosaur enthusiast.

This is such an adorable book! I got it for my friends son for his bday, but I think I will get one for my

own son for Christmas. The pictures are so colorful and fun! With giant pictures of the dinosaurs.

The dinosaurs also peek over the tops of the pages. There are also 10 buttons that make noises

when pushed. I think this book is well worth the money! I think I paid around $8 and some change. I

feel that is a good deal on this cute book. I could see it selling for a lot more in an actual book store,



so I feel I scored!
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